Abstract. Greedy algorithms for ordering sparse matrices for Cholesky factorization can be based on di erent metrics. Minimum degree, a popular and e ective greedy ordering scheme, minimizes the number of nonzero entries in the rank-1 update (degree) at each step of the factorization. Alternatively, minimum de ciency minimizes the number of nonzero entries introduced (de ciency) at each step of the factorization. In this paper we develop two new heuristics: \modi ed minimum de ciency" (MMDF) and \modi ed multiple minimum degree" (MMMD). The former uses a metric similar to de ciency while the latter uses a degree-like metric. Our experiments reveal that on the average MMDF has 21% fewer operations to factor than minimum degree; MMMD has 15% fewer operations to factor than minimum degree. MMMD is no more expensive to compute than minimum degree while MMDF requires on the average 30% more time than minimum degree.
e ective heuristics for generating ll-reducing orderings. In fact, only some very recent separator-based schemes 3, 14, 15] have outperformed MMD for certain classes of sparse matrices. Some of these new schemes are hybrids that use the minimum degree algorithm to order some of the columns.
A greedy ordering heuristic that was also proposed by Tinney and Walker 21] , but has largely been ignored, is the minimum de ciency (or minimum ll) algorithm. The minimum de ciency algorithm minimizes the number of ll entries introduced at each step of sparse Cholesky factorization (or de ciency in graph terminology). Although the metrics look similar, the minimum de ciency and minimum degree algorithms are di erent. For example, the de ciency could well be zero even when the degree is not. There are two reasons why the minimum de ciency algorithm has not become as popular as the minimum degree algorithm 7] . First, the minimum de ciency algorithm is typically much more expensive than the minimum degree algorithm. Second, it has been believed that the quality of minimum de ciency orderings is not much better than that of minimumdegree orderings 7] . Results by Rothberg 19] (and also by us 17]) demonstrate that minimum de ciency leads to signi cantly better orderings than minimum degree. However, current implementations of the minimum de ciency algorithm require substantially more time than MMD.
In this paper, we develop two greedy heuristics that are less expensive to compute than minimum de ciency, but compute better orderings than minimum degree on average. The heuristics are variants of minimumde ciency and minimumdegree. In Section 2, we provide background material and introduce some special notation to help describe our heuristics. In Section 3 we develop our \modi ed minimum de ciency"(MMDF) and \modi ed multiple minimum degree" (MMMD) heuristics. We also show that the two heuristics can be implemented using the update mechanism in the \approximate degree" scheme of Amestoy, Davis, and Du 1] . In Section 4 we provide empirical results on the performance of MMDF and MMMD. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. The remaining part of this section describes recent related work.
Related work. Rothberg has investigated metrics for greedy ordering schemes based on approximations to the de ciency 19]. His work and our work 17] were done independently of each other. 1 Rothberg 19] :
shows that the minimum de ciency algorithm is signi cantly superior to MMD in terms of the number of operations required to compute the Cholesky factor, develops three \approximate minimum ll" (AMF) heuristics based on approximations to the de ciency, and concludes that heuristic AMF1 is the best among the three; on the average, AMF1 orderings require 14% fewer operations to factor than MMD orderings. In our earlier report 17], we:
establish that many of the techniques used in e cient implementations of the minimum degree algorithm (namely, indistinguishable vertices, mass elimination, and outmatching) also apply to the minimum de ciency algorithm, corroborate Rothberg's empirical results establishing the superior performance of the minimum de ciency metric, develop our \modi ed minimum de ciency" (MMDF) and \modi ed multiple minimum degree" (MMMD) heuristics, and show that MMDF (MMMD) orderings require 17% (15%) fewer operations to factor than MMD (on the average develop two heuristics \approximate minimum mean ll" (AMMF) and \average minimum increase in neighbor degree" (AMIND), and show that AMMF orderings require 22% (median) to 25% (geometric mean) fewer operations to factor than MMD orderings; AMIND orderings require 20% (median) to 21% (geometric mean) fewer operations to factor than MMD orderings. This paper is a shorter version of 17]. The test suite in this paper is substantially di erent from that in the original paper. In an attempt to compare the performance of our heuristics with that of the AMF1 (called AMF in 20]), AMMF, and AMIND heuristics in 19] and 20], we now use nearly the same test suite as in those two papers. Four of the matrices in 19] and 20] are proprietary, and therefore are not available to us. To report performance relative to MMD, we had earlier used the \median of ratios" over 7 initial orderings (6 random orderings and the ordering in which the matrix was given to us). In this paper, we use the \ratio of medians" over 11 random initial orderings (as in 19, 20] ). As we will see later in the paper, our MMDF and MMMD heuristics produce better orderings than MMD. The MMDF and MMMD orderings are very competitive with those produced by AMF1, AMMF, and AMIND. What we see as interesting is the development of ve di erent metrics that can produce orderings that are signi cantly better than those produced by MMD. We had commented in our earlier report 17] that there could well be other relatively inexpensive greedy strategies that outperform the ones known at that time. The performance of newer schemes AMMF and AMIND 20] supports our prediction; AMMF seems to be slightly better than our MMDF. As we discuss in Section 5, we still believe that there may well be other greedy metrics that perform better than the ve developed so far.
2. Implementing Greedy Ordering Heuristics. The e cient implementation of greedy ordering schemes is based on a compact realization of the graph-model of Cholesky factorization 18]. In this section, we provide a brief description of elimination graphs and quotient graphs, and introduce an example, together with some notation used to describe our greedy heuristics. We also describe minimum degree and minimum de ciency schemes using quotient graphs.
Throughout, we use terminology common in sparse matrix factorization. The reader is referred to the book by George and Liu 13] for details.
Elimination graphs and quotient graphs. Sparse Cholesky factorization can be modeled using eliminationgraphs 18]. Let G denote an elimination graph. At the beginning, G is initialized to G 0 , the graph of a sparse symmetric positive de nite matrix 13]. At each step a vertex and its incident edges are removed from G. If x is the vertex removed, edges are added to G so that the neighbors of x become a clique. Thus cliques are formed as the elimination proceeds.
A quotient graph 10, 13] is a compact representation of an elimination graph. It requires no more space than that for G 0 13]. Unlike the elimination graph, vertices are not explicitly removed and neither are cliques formed explicitly. Instead vertices are grouped in \supervertices" and marked as \eliminated" or \uneliminated."
Let G denote the current elimination graph. Let S be the set of vertices that have been eliminated. Consider the subgraph induced by S in G 0 . This subgraph will contain one or more connected components (which are also called domains). In the quotient graph, the vertices in each connected component are coalesced into an eliminated supervertex. Note that the cliques created by the elimination process in G are easy to identify in a quotient graph. Each such clique contains all (uneliminated) neighbors of an eliminated supervertex.
It is well known that as the elimination proceeds, some (uneliminated) vertices will become indistinguishable from each other; that is, they share essentially the same adjacency structure in the current elimination graph G. Now each set of indistinguishable vertices is coalesced into an uneliminated supervertex in the quotient graph. Observe that all vertices in an uneliminated supervertex have the same degree (or de ciency) and hence can be \mass-eliminated" when the degree (or de ciency) becomes minimum 13, 17] . Furthermore, vertices in an uneliminated supervertex form a clique. ; Ym g enclosed in a curve form a clique; other partial cliques used in MMDF are shown using dotted curves.
Thus a quotient graph can be viewed as a graph containing two kinds of supervertices: uneliminated supervertices and eliminated supervertices. Each uneliminated supervertex is a clique of indistinguishable vertices of the corresponding elimination graph G. Each eliminated supervertex is a subset of the vertices that have been eliminated from the original graph G 0 . Vertices in the set of uneliminated supervertices adjacent to the same eliminated supervertex in the quotient graph form a clique in the elimination graph. For simplicity, we will say that these uneliminated supervertices form a \clique" in the quotient graph. Two uneliminated supervertices are said to be \neighbors" in the quotient graph when there is an edge between them or they are adjacent to the same eliminated supervertex in the quotient graph. Thus vertices belonging one uneliminated supervertex are adjacent to those of the other supervertex in the corresponding elimination graph.
An example and some notation. Figure 1 contains an example of a quotient graph.
Eliminated supervertices are represented by rectangles and uneliminated supervertices are represented by circles. Assume that an uneliminated supervertex has been selected according to the greedy criterion, and the quotient graph has been transformed. This gives a new eliminated supervertex in the quotient graph. Denote the new eliminated supervertex by X; in the remaining part of this paper X will be referred to as the \most recently eliminated supervertex." Using our convention, both Z 1 and Z 2 are neighbors of Y 1 . Note that the uneliminated supervertices Y 1 ; ; Y m (enclosed by a curve), adjacent to the eliminated supervertex X, form a clique. Two other cliques are fY 1 ; Z 2 ; ; Z 5 g and fY 1 ; Y 2 ; Z 5 ; ; Z 6 g.
Observe that the three cliques are not disjoint. Uneliminated supervertices that are enclosed by a dotted curve (such as Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 , and Z 5 ) form what we call a \partial" clique; these \partial" cliques will be used to describe our heuristics in the next section.
If V is a supervertex (either uneliminated or eliminated) in the quotient graph, we de ne N 1 (V ) as the set of uneliminated supervertices that are neighbors of V . We use N 2 (V ) to denote the set of uneliminated supervertices that are neighbors of those in N 1 (V ). We use deg(V ) to denote the degree of an uneliminated supervertex V ; deg(V ) is sum of jV j ? 1 and the total number of vertices in all supervertices in N 1 (V ).
Minimum degree and de ciency schemes. Recall that a greedy heuristic needs a metric d(v) for selecting the next supervertex to eliminate. Examples of d() are the degree (in minimum degree) and the de ciency (in minimum de ciency). In terms of elimination graphs, a greedy heuristic has the following structure: select a vertex that minimizes d(), eliminate it from the current elimination graph, form the next elimination graph, and update the value of the metric for each vertex a ected by the elimination. A greedy scheme can also be described in terms of quotient graphs: select an uneliminated supervertex that minimizes d(), create a new quotient graph, and update the value of the metric for each uneliminated supervertex a ected by the elimination. In the minimum de ciency heuristic, updating the de ciency after one step of elimination may be signi cantly more time consuming than updating the degree in the minimum degree algorithm. Consider the example in Figure 1 where X is the most recently eliminated supervertex. With minimum degree (MMD and AMD) only the uneliminated supervertices in N 1 (X) need a degree update. However, with minimum de ciency, we need to update the de ciency of not only supervertices in N 1 (X), but also some of the supervertices belonging to N 2 (X). Any supervertex in N 2 (X) that is a neighbor of two or more supervertices in N 1 (X) would need a de ciency update. With respect to Figure 1 , we would have to update the de ciency of Z 1 since it is a neighbor of both Y 1 and Y m . Similarly, we would have to update the de ciency of each of Z 5 , Z 6 , , Z k (each supervertex is a neighbor of both Y 1 and Y 2 ).
Rothberg showed that the true minimum de ciency algorithm (true local ll in 19]) produces signi cantly better orderings than MMD. We obtained similar results in 17]. However, our implementation of the minimum de ciency algorithm was on the average slower than MMD by two orders of magnitude 17]. Let X be the most recently eliminated supervertex. Using the de ciency as the metric but restricting updates to uneliminated supervertices in V 1 (X) (as in MMD) leads to orderings that are inferior to true minimum de ciency but still signi cantly better than MMD. This was observed by Rothberg 19] and later corroborated by Ng and Raghavan 17] . However, even such a restricted scheme is more than 40 times slower than MMD 17] . In the next section we describe two relatively inexpensive but e ective heuristics based on modi cations to the de ciency and degree.
3. Modi ed Minimum De ciency and Minimum Degree Heuristics. We now describe two heuristics based on approximations to the de ciency and the degree. Both metrics can be implemented using either the update mechanism in MMD or the faster scheme in AMD.
Our rst heuristic \modi ed minimumde ciency" (MMDF) is based on a de ciency-like metric. Consider the example in Figure 1 We would like to emphasize that MMDF is heuristic. We see the correction term as an approximation to edges missed because we restrict our attention to partial cliques that are disjoint. In our experiments we found that small multiples of the correction term behaved just as well if not better.
Our second heuristic \modi ed multiple minimum degree" (MMMD) attempts to use a metric that is bounded by a small multiple of the degree. As indicated by the name it is a close variant of the minimum degree algorithm with multiple eliminations. Consider Approximate MMDF and MMMD. We now brie y outline how \approximate" versions of the two schemes can be implemented using the faster update mechanism in the AMD scheme of Amestoy, Davis, and Du 1].
Consider \approximate" MMDF. Consider once again Figure 1 and the metric for Y 1 , an uneliminated supervertex adjacent to X, the most recently eliminated supervertex. The upper bound is now calculated using the approximate external degree of AMD. The correction term can also be easily calculated in terms of this approximate external degree and the size of supervertex Y 1 . The main di erence is in how K is constructed, and hence the term C. Now the set K corresponds to the cliques used in AMD to compute an approximation to the degree. AMD uses the sizes of certain cliques of supervertices in the set N 1 (Y 1 ) = fY 2 ; Y m g fZ 1 ; ; Z k g. With respect to the example in Figure 1 , the cliques used in AMD are: fY 2 ; Y m g, fZ 1 g, fZ 2 ; ; Z 5 g, fZ 5 ; Z 6 ; ; Z k g. The rst clique is the one formed by elimination of X; the remaining cliques have no overlap with this clique. However, the remaining cliques may have supervertices in common. MMDF based on MMD forces the partial cliques to be disjoint. On the other hand, approximate-MMDF relaxes this restriction, i.e., it uses the cliques in AMD and these cliques may have common uneliminated supervertices. The approximation to C (the contribution to the de ciency from the partial cliques) is computed using the clique sizes used in AMD (for the approximation to the degree). Approximate-MMMD is similar; it also uses the cliques in AMD.
Relation to other de ciency-like schemes. We would like to note that MMDF is similar to AMF3, proposed by Rothberg 19] ; it di ers mainly in the way in which the partial cliques are constructed, as well as in the de nition of the correction term. AMF (\approximate minimum ll"), AMMF (\approximate mean minimum ll") and AMIND (\approximate mean increase in neighbor degree") are three other heuristics developed by Rothberg and Eisenstat 19, 20] . The de ciency-like metrics in AMF, AMMF, and AMIND use only edges in the most recently formed clique while the metric in MMDF takes into account edges in as many cliques as we can \easily identify." AMIND also uses a term which is similar to our correction term in MMDF. MMMD is similar to AMF in that it uses only the size of a single clique but it di ers in the sense that it uses a degree-like metric. 4 . Performance of MMDF and MMMD. We now report on the performance of MMDF and MMMD. We use a set of 36 test matrices in our empirical study. Our test suite is a subset of the one used by Rothberg and Eisenstat 19, 20] ; their test suite contains four other matrices that are proprietary and hence are not available to us. Our MMD code is Liu's Fortran implementation converted to C. Our MMDF and MMMD heuristics are built using the MMD code. MMDF di ers from MMD in the metric update as well in the use of heaps to store and retrieve the metric. Furthermore, unlike MMD, MMDF does not allow \multiple eliminations." MMMD is nearly identical to MMD and di ers only in the metric update portion. All our experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra Sparc-2 workstation.
The quality of greedy orderings can vary depending on the initial numbering. For each test matrix, we use 11 di erent random initial numberings for MMD, MMDF, and MMMD. We consider two quantities for the quality of ordering: the number of nonzeros in the Cholesky factor, and the number of oating-point operations required to compute the Cholesky factor. We also report actual execution times for MMD, MMDF, and MMMD. The characteristics of the test matrices and the quality of MMD orderings are reported in Table 1 . We report mean and median values over 11 initial random numberings for MMD in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the performance of MMDF and MMMD relative to that of MMD. The relative measure is computed as the ratio of the medians over 11 initial random numberings. We also present the geometric mean and the median over all test matrices in the last two lines of the table. The execution time of MMMD matches that of MMD, while MMDF Table 2 Performance of MMDF and MMMD relative to MMD. For each problem we report the ratio of median values over 11 initial random orderings.
Problem
Ordering Table 3 . The approximate versions of MMDF and MMMD were based on our implementation of AMD and did not include features such as \aggressive absorption." The approximate version of MMDF/MMMD performs equally well; the geometric mean and the median are the same as those for MMDF/MMMD. For both MMDF and MMMD (and their approximate versions), adding Ashcraft's initial compression step 2] improved the performance slightly (1% on the average). 5. Conclusions. We have developed two new greedy heuristics: \modi ed minimum de ciency" (MMDF) and \modi ed multiple minimumdegree" (MMMD). Both these schemes produce orderings that are better than MMD orderings. The rst scheme MMDF produces orderings that require approximately 21% fewer oating-point operations for factorization than MMD, while the second scheme MMMD generates orderings that incurs 15% fewer operations for factorization than MMD. MMDF uses a de ciency-like metric, i.e., a metric whose value is a quadratic function of the degree. The execution time of MMDF is approximately 1:3 times that of MMD. On the other hand, MMMD uses a degree-like metric, which is bounded above by twice the value of the degree. MMMD is the same as MMD but for the di erence in the choice of the metric. Consequently, the ordering time of MMMD is very similar to that of MMD. Furthermore, there is no change in the quality of the orderings when MMDF (MMMD) is implemented using \approximate degree" 1] framework. For completeness, Table 4 summarizes the performance of our schemes, as well as those in 20]. It appears that the performance of MMMD and \approximate minimum ll" (AMF1 19] and AMF 20]) are similar. Likewise, MMDF and \approximate mean increase in neighbor degree" (AMIND 20]) produce orderings of similar quality. \Approxi-mate mean minimum ll" (AMMF 20]) appears to be slightly better than MMDF. Relative to MMD, AMMF orderings require 25% (geometric mean) to 22% (median) fewer operations for factorization, while MMDF (with compression) orderings require 21% (geometric mean and median) fewer operations for factorization. Table 4 Summary of operation counts to factor for MMDF, MMMD, AMF, AMMF, and AMIND relative to MMD (with initial compression).
Measure
Ng Our work is an attempt to understand factors a ecting the performance of greedy ordering heuristics. We tried several metrics that are close to those in MMDF and MMMD. Many of these had average operation counts for factorization similar to those reported for MMDF and MMMD, while others varied substantially. We also experimented with a variant of MMDF that did update the metric for \neighbors of neighbors" as in true minimum de ciency. Surprisingly, the operation counts were on the average higher by 3-4% for this variant. The performance of true minimum de ciency shows that de ciency is a better metric than the degree. However, we surmise that the improved performance of our heuristics is from the complicated interplay of the metric and the greedy process, and not necessarily from accurately modeling the true de ciency. We conjecture that there could well be other relatively inexpensive greedy strategies that signi cantly outperform the ones known so far.
